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Other than listening to the local AM broadcasts of the day and also LM
Radio for the hits of the week, my first sort of foray into Amateur Radio
as I said before was building a Crystal Set. No one was more surprised
than I when it actually worked and with headphones blocking out the
world, was able to spend many hours listening in sublime joy! Compared
to the high quality of broadcast sound today, the tinny scratchy audibility
of that time was pretty good nevertheless.

September 2013

In the mid fifties I remember tuning in on our Radio Gram and on many
occasions hearing local Hams on 40M AM. The interesting fact is that
these QSO’s were on Saturday evenings, sadly a pastime of a bygone
era. I have heard other old timers nostalgically reminiscing about their
experiences too, and particularly about the high incidence of activity
then. Come on you old timers out there, how about sharing your stories
with us in ‘Ragchew’.
From radio gram I then became more sophisticated and later acquired a
second world war Air Force receiver, can’t remember the make. This
was my pride and joy and even had parts of the casing chrome and copper plated to make it look good. With a simple dipole I could then listen
to SSB and so broadened my horizons. Shortly after this I acquired the
written part of my licence (1976) and then had to attempt the dreaded
CW part! This was eventually achieved after the second attempt and
then another hurdle to cross, my first QSO!
In the interim I had purchased a brand new Receiver and borrowed a
‘Geloso’ Transmitter, the latter being very popular in those days. Remember that Transceivers were just appearing on the horizon! Well, the
evening came? My friend Royce Scott helped and prepped me as much
as he could in my shack and then went home to give me a call. Imagination went wild! The whole world was listening, what if I caused QRM, and
you know TV was new then, the police would be here in seconds, and so
it went. His call came through on the agreed frequency and I answered
with great trepidation and shaking hand on the key. And then it happened, my first QSO on CW, all over in about ten minutes, what a relief!
Bringing up a family, studying, and other pressing assignments, I regret I was not able to pursue this hobby as actively as I would have liked at the time. However, I am
more involved now and with the association of enthusiastic fellow amateurs, am endeavouring to catch up! By the
way, my shack is quite different today.
It’s good to reminisce at times and I hope this jaunt into
nostalgia has not been too boring. As I said above, how
about some other stories to somehow enlighten us on
more aspects of our hobby to possibly re-enthuse us?
Till next time, ‘From this old shack to Yours’.
Take Care, 73 to all,
de ZS1FW Noel.
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SECRETARY'S REPORT

Secretary
Deon Erwin ZS1ZL

N.B.

Deon Erwin ZS1ZL has taken over as Club
Secretary from Peter Henochsberg ZS1PMH
and the regular secretary's report will
continue in
the next edition of the Newsletter.

“The annual
membership
fees are now
due. “

CLUB
ETAILS:
D
T
C
A
CONT

Chairman:
Noel Futter– ZS1FW can be reached on
021-715-2024 or 084-5281805
Or

Club Secretary:
Deon Erwin - ZS1ZL can be reached on
021 553 2773 or 078 833 7477

and email: zs1ct@qsl.net
Club website = www.qsl.net/zs1ct
Postal address:
PO Box 2541 Clareinch 7740
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Chairman’s Monthly Tech Tips and Bits…..
Last month I discussed a way of preparing Aluminium Panels.
Here is another method by using a Brushing Process, thanks
to the late Ben Bennett, ZS1AAQ.
The panel is placed on a bench with a scrap piece of aluminium the same thickness and width, top and bottom and secured so it can’t move. The process is done with a scrubber
which must brush over the surface of the work piece in one
motion, as the scrubber must be constantly on the move, once
started. Start at the bottom of the panel and finish at the top.
The scrubber is a piece of wood 150 x 75 x 25 with a slightly
curved surface, similar to those old ‘blotters, used in offices
long ago! ‘Wet and dry’ Carborundum paper is attached to the
curved surface of the wood, the coarseness as required. 180
grit for removing scratches, down to 600 grit, if a very fine finish is wanted. For most panels, 320 grit is fine.
With the panel on the bench as described, dip the scrubber
into neat washing up liquid and start the process. Starting at
the bottom of the scrap aluminium, not the panel, push forward
with a little pressure, in a straight line to the top and lift off and
start again, gradually working your way across the panel, and
inspect your work as you go. Don’t be alarmed at the chemical
reaction causing a strange smell.
When complete, wash under warm running water, then dry off carefully. At this
stage, do not touch the surface. Take a
clean soft cloth and with some ordinary
thin lubricating oil on the cloth wipe over
the brushed surface of the panel. It is
amazing, how much oil soaks into the aluminium! When this is finished, take another piece of clean cloth and remove the
surplus oil. Now your panel is finger proof!
Hope you have success!
The Fiddler!

Noel Futter
ZS1FW

“The
scrubber is
a piece of
wood 150 x
75 x 25 with
a slightly
curved
surface,
similar to
those old
‘blotters,
used in
offices long
ago! “
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Smiths Charts… by Shaun Overmeyer ZS1RA
If you are anything like me then the first time you saw a Smith Chart your
eyes probably rolled over and never bothered to make sense of it again.
The Smith’s Chart was developed by Phillip H Smith in 1939 whilst employed at the Bell Laboratories. It is a tool to graphically represent complex transmission line attributes that would take a gazillion hours to calculate. So if math is not your thing then the Smith Chart is your friend.
You could of course say “that these days we have cheap antenna analysers so what is the point of getting to know this stuff”. Well the only answer I have to that, very valid, question is because it’s great to know how
it works.
To start with, the Smith chart is nothing but a graph, not unlike the XY
graphs you did at school with just many more co-ordinates to handle the
complex values it encompasses. I am going to attempt to demystify this
chart and in this Issue of Ragchew I am going to deconstruct the Smith
Chart and explain what each line on the chart means. In the next issue
we will draw some actual examples on the chart to see how to use the
chart to plot impedances, how to find the Load impedance, VSWR and
reflection co-efficient – magnitude and angle. Sounds complicated doesn’t it, but I am going to show you to do it in a few easy steps.
You will see below that there is a full Smith Chart inserted for you to refer
to when looking at the cut out sections. This is just to help you orientate
yourself with this very busy graph. Also keep this copy as you will need it
next month when we start with the plotting and finding our values. The
one bit of math you will have to know is the impedance formula. Remember this from your RAE days? To refresh your memory, Impedance = a
Real part + a Imaginary part.

Impedance = Z
Real Part = R
Imaginary Part = jX
Z = R + jX
That is the most difficult of the formulas you
must understand for our basic application of the
Smith chart.
Shaun
ZS1RA
Continued Overleaf…….

SHAUN OVERMEYER
ZS1RA
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Smith Chart

Cont:….
1

To see these diagrams clearly, please set you screen to 400%

2

If you look at the circles outlined by the colours you will notice
that these continue in ever greater diameter until it reaches
the edge of the chart. Each circle circumference has a value
and that value increases as smaller the circle becomes until in
reaches infinity at the right edge of the chart.
Each circle represents the REAL (R) component of the Impedance we will be plotting. The numbers along the horizontal line
running down the centre of the circle are the NORMALISED
Real values. I am going to show you how to NORMALISE your
R next month. It is a very simple division.

3

The line running down the centre that holds the scale for the Real (R) values is also used for determining VSWR or
as we hams say SWR. This is the one circle that is not pre-drawn on the chart and you will have to draw it yourself,
so be sure you have a compass by the next issue.

4

The final piece of the chart I want to discuss is the
Imaginary (jX) circles. Like the R circles they too
becoming ever smaller towards the right of the circle
until they become infinitely small. So you can see
that right side of the circle tends to infinity. The second import thing to notice when plotting jX is which
hemisphere it falls in. In this illustration we have a
red and a pink circle in the top hemisphere and the
black circle in the bottom hemisphere. The top hemisphere is for positive + values, +jX the bottom hemisphere is for negative- values, -jX

That’s it for this issue, next month have a pencil, ruler
and a compass ready.

Shaun ZS1RA
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MORE LIGHTHOUSE PICTURES……………….
This must be Matt or
Adrian our youngest
ZS’s, on top
of the World

of Nick
Pics courtesy
ZS1ZD
Thanks Nick!
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CONTEST CORNER
CONTEST CORNER
#28

By Dirk Lotz, ZS1X

DIRK LOTZ
ZS1X

Upcoming Local Events in October – Also see the SARL web: http://www.sarl.org.za/
public/contests/contestrules.asp
SARL 80m QSO Party – 3rd
SARL Spring QRP Contest – 5th

Upcoming International Events in October – See this link for more detail http://
www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/index.html Only some of the bigger contests have
been mentioned below.
Oceania DX Contest, Phone – 5th, 6th
EU Autumn Sprint, SSB – 5th

“Upcoming

RSGB 80m Club Sprint, CW – 9th

International

Oceania DX Contest, CW – 12th, 13th

Events in

EU Autumn Sprint, CW – 12th

September /

North American Sprint, RTTY – 13th

October.”

Asia-Pacific Fall Sprint, CW – 20th
RSGB 80m Club Sprint, SSB – 24th
CQ Worldwide DX Contest, SSB – 26th, 27th

THIS MONTH’S DX TIP – DX Code of Conduct - Rule #11
When the DX operator calls me, I will not repeat my callsign unless I think he has copied it
incorrectly
If you repeat your call sign, the DX station may think that he has your call sign wrong. He
might then listen very carefully – again – thus slowing the process. A DX operator will generally log what he has if you say nothing further.
73’s & Good DX!
de
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Calibrating Your MFJ—259...

DIRK LOTZ
ZS1X

Sent in by Dirk ZS1X
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SWOP SHOP
Hy-Gain TH6DXX for sale by CTARC
Good condition. This large tri-band Yagi is just too large for
the club’s tubular mast.
A bargain at R2, 000.
Contact the CTARC.

By email: zs1ct@qsl.net

Wanted: HF mobile antenna system.
Please contact Fred ZR1AEU in St. Helena Bay on 071 897 9502
or email fredkarlinski@hotmail.com

There are many amateur radio linear amplifiers on the market but none truly able for QSK
because their switching-over times of their transmit/receive relays are too long for even average
CW speed not to speak about HSCW.
In addition many of the built-in relays are rather flimsy and of limited lifespan. On the internet are
many suggestions for modifications using the above relays.
Delivery as long as stock lasts
Contact Klaus ZS1QO
e-mail: zs1qo@global.co.za
Cell: 0836266964

FOR SALE
TOROIDS, BALUNS & UNUNS
Custom built BALUNS & UNUNS - 1:1, 4:1 & 9:1
Also DIY Kits available
Other Components: NE602, K12 Keyer Chips, 10.7Mhz
& 455Khz
Variable Inductors, Various Toroidal Cores
Contact Dirk - ZS1X
Cell: 084 552 8573
email: zs1x@iburst.co.za

Gentlemen and Ladies too, please let the Editor, (Anne) know if your goods are sold or you want to add or
remove items. Please send requests to Anne at zs1ct@ctarc.org.za before the 10th of the month preceding the Newsletter.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
BIRTHDAY WISHES
To all our club members who celebrate their birthdays in the coming month,
may your special day herald a fantastic year ahead and bring you all that you
would wish for yourself and lots of good signal reports.

OCTOBER BIRTHDAYS
03 October - Paul Johnson ZS1S
03 October - Wolfgang Hohlbein ZR1WLH
16 October - Pete Burnham ZS1PT
24 October - Simon Cammies ZS1XG
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU ALL !

Delivering solutions

WSP Group is a broadly based engineering consultancy providing
design and management services to the property, land and construction sectors. Our skills cover the whole field of the built environment worldwide, specialising in electrical, electronic, mechanical and refrigeration engineering services, as well as comprehensive environmental consulting, in South Africa.
For more information on WSP contact: Peter Hodgkinson or Alan
Keen
Tel: ++27 (0) 21 481 8700
or our
Website: http://
www.wspgroup.co.za

←
WSP KINDLY ASSISTS CTARC BY
SUPPLYING HARD COPIES OF THIS
NEWSLETTER TO THOSE WHO DO
NOT HAVE INTERNET CAPABILITIES.
Thank you WSP

Disclaimer.
Note: The Editor nor any club member shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or drawing contained in
this
newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor, any committee member or other members of the
Club.
If copyright is infringed, it is not intentional but, is published as a free service to Amateur Radio operators and friends and is not for
profit or gain.

